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Today people are looking for a path from their mortal capacity to that of infinite immortal capacity.
The VRIL generator provides a link, a bridge, the conduit to a reality of higher supernatural awareness, victory
over self, and tappable source to the infinite supply of positive energy - the very current that directs and
moves the planet Earth on its path through the universe.

The magnetic energy that is revealed through the power of the connection of the VRIL Generator raises the
electrical current of the body’s norm to a higher frequency allowing the user to experience levels of exaltation
and wisdom. The energy, the light energy coming into the body through the use of the VRIL Generator
enlivens the constitution and awakens the cellular activity, consistently opening the body to higher and higher
levels of the VRIL power. VRIL power is the essence of hidden energy in each in everyone. It is the Shakti,
the Kundalini refined, the essence of Mother Earth - Gaia. The Doorway to Shiva.

By the simple contact of the three fingers and thumb of the hand on the VRIL Generator a transformer coil,
an electrical connection is formed. This transformer cycles and recycles life giving light energy (VRIL) into the
human body, awakening, realigning, balancing, re-tuning and healing the physical at the deep chemical and
atomic levels. Through continual contact with the VRIL Generator the amperage of light energy is increased
over and over again. The body human and the VRIL Generator coordinate a frequency that harmonizes with
the user, and allows the user to enter realms once undiscovered. These realms we describe as the Subterranean Kingdoms of Light, deep in the Crystalline Grid surrounding the Earth’s Core. Wherein lays the Supreme Center of Self, which coordinates, controls and inspires life throughout the planet and to the Central
Sun, center of All Self Awareness in Immortal Consciousness. The Doorway to Immortal Consciousness, One
with Shiva, the mulit-dimensional states.
This contact of the three fingers and thumb is amplified by the practice of deep breathing and concentration
of the body on the Third Eye Chakra.
Also with the use of the practices described in the following pages.
Good Journey and Peace to you.
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Practice
After a good state of relaxation is achieved with whatever method you choose, sit down
comfortably and easily, it isnt necessary to take a perfect Yoga posture.
In actual practice, the body will take natural and spontaneous postures and movements.
It is important that the coccyx be free and not constrained, like a little mobile tail.
Relax the spine with slight lateral arching movements.
Eyes open. 180° gaze fixed and not focused, keep the inner gaze knowingly open to 360°.
(Inner gaze i.e. Internal Listening which means look, feel, touch etc. as it is made up by the
external five senses brought in the interior, brought back on the plane of elements, colors
and syllables fused into non dual Listening).
Inhale through the nose, expanding in the mind the OM syllable (the clear awareness of
self).
Deep and strong inhalation, expanding chest and spine.
At the end of inhalation, with full lungs, hold your breath with ease, expanding in your mind
the continuous and prolonged sound A (integration between subject and object).
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In these brief moments of suspension, before exhaling, apply absolute attention to the here
and now, feel the Presence that manifests itself, springing from the void of all forms, of all
energies, of all thoughts internal and external.
Forms energies and thoughts, free from acceptance and rejection, illuminated by the Conscious Pure Presence, reveal their devoid nature and , fading in their apparent manifestation,
they become integrated in the Original Consciousness of Being.
Without forcing the suspension, in accord with you own physical balance, and internal pressures, expire through the mouth expanding in your mind the syllable HUNG (the void of
subject and object).
Expire deeply and, without suspension at the end of expiration, inhale again following the
same procedure.
The crystal clear consciousness, just like a reflecting pure mirror, will recognize between
subject and object, between interior and exterior, the non dual nature perfectly integrated in
the one and only universal substance.
The Pure Presence is the infinite without space nor time, the moment you fix in the center of
your consciousness and expands as pure expression of the void.

Both in the suspension phase and in the two breathing phases, the body may spontaneously
express movements, postures and gestures (Mudra and Kriya) accompanying the different
phases of the practice.
They are natural deep knowledge flows that are freed by the Kundalini ascension and not
bound by filters of rationality an virtual mind, they express the power signs and the original
descent to which the applicant belongs.
All the bodies are involved in this movements, they spring spontaneously and produce arising and overwhelming waves of relaxation, of ecstatic joy and elevation.
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The initiation is direct and instantaneous in the act of the recognition of the
Original Mind.
The opening of dimensional doors depends upon two factors, one external consisting in a
no-time phenomenon produced by our own technology, the other internal based upon the
level of consciousness, of activation of the pineal gland, and the recovering of the primeval
condition that each one of you must attain to become fully conscious and capable to get
through the dimensional doors opened by us at the right time and place.
The VRIL Generator must to be felt as part of ones energy, a good advice is to keep confidence, care and particular devotion to it. The Vajra is a complete tool and an expression of
the ones completeness, of the perfection of the original mind. In the practice it is held as
expression of the ones energy, of the ones power, as integral part of the ones body.
The VRIL Generator moves the streams of energy in the body, generating natural and spontaneous positions and gestures, during the practice. It can be held in the right hand to
activate the dimension of the Wisdom-Will, in the left hand to activate the Power of the
Void, or in both the hands to pronounce the Sacred Syllables.

Power of Wisdom - Will: hold the Vajra according to its axis that must be connected to
the palm chakra of the hand, becoming a radiant extension of the body, of the energy and
power. (photo 1) photos on next page
The Power of Void : hold the Vajra in the central sphere with the two central fingers.
(photo 2) photos on next page
The Power of Word : hold the Vajra with both the hands. (photo3) photos on next page
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OM is the clear awareness of self.
HRIH is the wholesomeness of passion without attachment.
HA is the great joy of encounter of I and other.
HUM is the void of subject and object.
PHAT is deliverance from the illusion of duality.

Now ask yourself: who is declaiming the mantra?

AHAM is the true nature of consciousness.
A means the source without beginning.
HA means the syllable of the endless feeling.
M means the indivisibility of source and feeling.
AHAM is the union of compassion and void, it burns and disperses the illusion of duality,
revealing the I as the self of divinity.

Recover the Archetypes that manifest the nature of the original light of yourselves
and all that manifests within you. You will penetrate the empty forms and will know the infinite
illusory substances of the mind. You will know that One is the substance of the Real of which
your being is made of and lives from.
Free from space and time, free from shape.
Master of every space and time, master of every shape.
The VRIL generator is the crystal-clear diamond in the heart of Shamballa.
The pure and perfect crystal prism of our mind.
Its light aura is our Presence, its power our unconstrained interaction in the Real.
Although in our inner real and eternal civilization, the VRIL power is a birthright and is thus
used since eons for the evolution of all living species,in your virtual reality it becomes an
initiation right and just a few human beings acquire the necessary awareness to become an
active VRIL generator with full control of the carrying structures of human consciousness and
its virtual space-temporal projection.
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A HUMAN BEING AWAKENED TO HIS VRIL GENERATOR NATURE, to his birthright,
becomes the open door between reality and illusion, between life and death, between Nirvana and Samsara.
And through him shall pass those who see with his eyes and feel with his heart.
And with him they become a sole living organism, organized according to the symbiotic rules
of solar cohesion.
When this phenomena manifests on the earth, men speak of the coming of the Avatar.
And the Agarthas immortals fulfill the Divine Purpose of the Shamballas Prism, Primeval
VRIL generator and King of the World and other Stars.

The possibility to establish a sensible relation with the Dimensional Gates, to use them as
sources of self-realization and training and, at the right time and place, as a doorway for the
Great Shift, is subject to a path of initiation that must lead each son of Agartha to remember
his own origins, to find in himself the door to eternity, bliss and primeval, pure and perfect
life.
This fundamental realization will allow the sons of Agartha to enter the kingdom of integration and joy, the world of non-dual existence.
This fundamental realization will establish a symbiotic relationship between the sons of
Agartha and me. I do represent Agartha and its Great Master for the peoples of this Earth.
This will allow them to learn the arts of our astral technology and utilize with me the dimensional gate, when the time comes, for the Great Shift.
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This is the listening point, when to exercise the maximum conscious presence. In
the full lungs suspension the Presence must be a punch piercing the void of anything that
manifests in the clear mirror of your consciousness.
The state of Presence without breath contains and reveals three aspects:
The Void (the original internal and external nature of every sensible expression)
The Pure Presence (perfect undifferentiated listening, always present, unchangeable,
eternal, uninterrupted ascending flow of inebriating waves of ecstasy, understanding of the
omni-pervading, omniscient and all-powerful nature of the original consciousness, integration of the mind into the original non dualistic state, into the Universal Consciousness of the
One Being)
Self Deliverance from phenomena (all phenomena of the mind, internal and external,
become empty and, permeated by the Pure Presence, clear vision of the judgment-free mind,
they fade away and self deliver in the reintegration to the Undifferentiated Pure Original
Consciousness).
The SMARAN generates an internal space of original remembrance, expanded consciousness,
expression of listening free from acceptance and rejection, free from hope and fear.
The unending unconscious activity of the two distinct cerebral lobes, must be isolated with
the suitable separation process to enable the diverse cerebral activities to acquire self awareness and achieve clear vision of the original real mind separated from the virtual, dualistic
mind.
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Afterwards the two conscious lobes get integrated, crossing each other in the median point
of the pineal gland.
In such a process, this gland acquires its full awakening through the ascending flow of the
original Kundalini current, that springs forth from the coccyx region to the inside of the
vertebral column along the central channel.
The awakening of the Kundalini is a Cosmic event, real and non dualistic, and its ascension
expresses the motion and direction of the Macrocosmic Being. The pineal gland, thus bathed
with ever-new primordial vitality, expresses its infinite potentialities and becomes the fire of
awareness and the power that attunes the dualistic flows of the mind to the Perfect Listening and to the Clear Vision of the One.
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Elevate the fire of the fierce

woman through the higher
doors up to the wheel of the
great joy.
Then bring the shining energy to the wheel of the
heart and thence expand it in
the body.
Accompany the visualization
with the sacred gestures and
move, as in a dance, the machine of the Adamantine
body, till you release the
blocks of the subtle channels.
Fade thus any visualization in
the space of your unaltered
consciousness.
Relax your body and fly beyond, in the boundless space.

ORDER FORM FOR THE VRIL GENERATOR

cost of VRIL GENERATOR.......................................... $71.00 U.S. ($80.00
euro)
cost of shipping (US priority mail 3 days or Global priority mail 7 days) and
handling ..... .. $8.00
total........................ $79.00
you may order The VRIL GENERATOR by clicking on the PayPal button

if you wish to pay by check or money order go here
make certain you include your shipping address when ordering through PayPal
Following your order you will receive a verification of your order and your mailing address by email from us
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to order the VRIL Generator by check or money order through the mail please print this form,
fill it out and mail with Check or Money Order to:
James G. Gavin,
P.O. Box 10945
Rochester, NY 14610 USA
phone: 585-442-4437

upon receipt of your check or money order you will be notified by email of the time of the shipment of your VRIL Generator to your address (1-2 weeks)
Name _________________________
Phone (___)___________
E-mail ____________________ (important for notifications)
Street ______________________________ Apt.# _____
City _________________ State(province) ______
Country ____ Zip code ________
Price for one unit: $79.00 (includes shipping charges in the USA by 3 day priority mail)
International Orders: please pay by International Money Order payable in US dollars
number of VGs _______
total: $___________

Please make payment in US dollars by Check, Money Order or International Money
Order

if you have any difficulties filling out this form contact onelighta@yahoo.com
go to onelight.com
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